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What’s Wrong With This Picture

















Would you order

Strawberry?

Cherry?

Raspberry?

Cinnamon?

Red Velvet Cake?

Or . . .

Would you

Just order RED?



Mosquito?

Flea?

Or . . .

Spider?

Hyppopotamus?



 Details

 Who

 What

 When

 Where

 Why

 How

 Other information to provide clarity



 the plans should be an outline for compliance.

 They should either say what you do 

or,

 You should do what they say

Either way you will be in compliance with your 
own procedures



Example:



 Only the right combination of specificity and 
detail will provide what we essentials to 
achieve these goals and give us the compliance  
we want and need.



 Other things that add specificity, detail and 
clarity

 Flowcharts, Drawings and photos

 Tables

 Definitions

 References to DOT codes















 Other things that add specificity, detail and 
clarity

 References to other Company Manuals or Plans that 
contain more details and specificity

 Corrosion

 Safety

 Measurement

 Design



 Example:

“The incident needs to be reported to the 
pipeline controller.”

Rewritten.

The first employee having knowledge of the 
emergency and/or arriving on the emergency 
scene will report incident  information within 15 
min. of notification and/or arriving at the site, to 
the pipeline control center by telephone or 
company radio.  





KEY WORDS

 Be

 Is

 Are

 A

 Was

 Were

 Has been

 Have been

 Will be

 Being



 Example:

Extensive training on the new safety 
procedures is required to be attended by the 
maintenance staff.

Rewritten.

The entire maintenance staff is required to attend 
extensive training on the new safety procedures  
from 8 -11 a.m. next  Monday in the Welding 
Shop.



Correct the following five sentences to practice 
changing passive to active voice. 

1. Hunger was what Bill felt.

2. Reading is enjoyed by Mary.

3. The town was destroyed by fire.

4. Funny is what clowns are.

5. Cheese was liked by Sara.



Hunger was what Bill felt.

Bill felt hungry. (Bill is the subject, felt is the 
action)



Reading is enjoyed by Mary.

Mary enjoys reading (Mary is the subject, enjoys is 
the action)1. Reading is enjoyed by Mary. 



The town was destroyed by fire.

Fire destroyed the town (Fire is the subject, 
destroyed is the action)1. Reading is enjoyed by Mary. 



Funny is what clowns are.

Clowns are funny (Clowns is the subject, funny is 
the action)1. Reading is enjoyed by Mary. 



Cheese was liked by Sara.

Sara likes cheese (Sara is the subject, likes is the 
action)



 Problems can occur with operators who fall 
back on specifics in their OQ Plan to avoid the 
specifics in their O&M.



 Although OQ Plans have specifics, they are not 
usually available onsite for verification by 
inspection personnel during O&M activity 
inspections or emergencies; 

 hence the need for a certain level of specificity and 
detail in the O&M and Emergency plan procedures



 Remember in the end,

 The plans should either say  what you do 

or,

 You should do what they say

Either way you will be in compliance with your 
own procedures


